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10th ANNIVERSARY FOR VINCOTECH FOR SUPPORTING PLAN
INTERNATIONAL

Unterhaching, Germany, December 20, 2021. Vincotech, a supplier of module-based
solutions for power electronics, has quite an anniversary to celebrate. This marks the tenth
year the company has supported Plan International Germany’s projects.
Vincotech's social commitment runs deep; Plan International’s humanitarian reach ranges wide. The
two forged a partnership that has stood the test of time. Vincotech donates to advance the
organization’s philanthropic agenda every year. 2021 is no exception: in June the customer
satisfaction survey was combined with a fundraising campaign, and in December instead of Christmas
gifts the company donates €12,000 to support a project in Nepal.
Eckart Seitter, CEO, says, “Vincotech is all about reliable partnerships with customers and business
partners. Society deserves nothing less from us. Giving back to the community and paying it forward
to those less privileged is a reward unto itself. This is why we nurture our enduring partnership with
Plan International, whose aid projects on behalf of children's welfare and rights are exemplary. We are
proud to be contributing to initiatives as worthy as these.”
This year’s grant goes to build schools in Nepal where mountainous terrain, harsh weather, sparse
infrastructure and great distances make it difficult for many children to attend school. Plan
International is building barrier-free classrooms in earthquake-proof buildings to afford educational
opportunities to more kids. In winter, when the snow and cold make long journeys to school even
harder, lessons are to be held over the radio and given by local teachers. Competitions and classroom
book corners go to promote reading. Topics such as equality and hygiene are now on the syllabus.
Separate sanitary facilities are to encourage girls to attend school.
Best wishes for a peaceful holiday season to all from Vincotech. Learn more about this anniversary
at https://www.vincotech.com/company/social-responsibility/plan-international-10th-anniversary.html
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Vincotech is a trademark of Vincotech Holdings S.à.r.l.
ABOUT VINCOTECH
Vincotech – an affiliated company within the Mitsubishi Electric Corporation – develops and
manufactures subsystems and electronic components and provides manufacturing services that help
customers master complex challenges in electronics integration. Vincotech’s extensive portfolio
encompasses standard and tailored solutions, engineering services, and technical support for
customers worldwide. These products and services contribute to sustainable, environmentally sound
solutions that help modern society embrace mega-trends and explore new avenues.
With approximately 700 employees worldwide, backed by vast experience and a long history in
electronics integration, Vincotech leverages these assets to help customers achieve maximum market
success.
To learn more about Vincotech, please visit www.vincotech.com.
ABOUT PLAN
Plan International is an independent organization, with no religious, political or governmental
affiliations. We stand up for children’s rights worldwide and strive to be open, accountable and honest
in what we do. We have been working for nearly 80 years to tackle poverty, violence and injustice. In
more than 70 countries, girls and boys are encouraged to actively shape their future. Our main
objective is to achieve sustainable change and to enhance the living conditions of the people in our
partner countries. When disasters or conflict threatens their lives and well-being, we are quick to
respond. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals encourage us to continue strengthening
girls and women and promote gender equality. Our global movement Because I am a Girl is dedicated
to ensuring justice and equality for all girls and young women.
For information on Plan International Deutschland e.V., please see: www.plan.de
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